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Presidents Report 
Sitting here watching my nephew 
attempting to fix my pc computer 
remotely over the internet from Brisbane 
Australia makes me realise just how 
quickly the world is changing. It doesn’t 
seem that long ago that I got my first 
Radio Control transmitter that had two 
mono direction control sticks, a slider for 
a third channel and there might even 
have been servo travel reserving 
switches in the back there somewhere too! Now we have 20 
channel plus Transmitters that talk to you, receive live information 
back from the planes including video and will only talk to the one 
receiver rather than everyone else's in a 5km radius on the same 
frequency. Man how things have changed with technology, and 
yet it seems it’s the simple things that can still bite us in the 
backside and create havoc. This was the case with Gordons 
plane last weekend where the Elevator Servo plug was loose (a 
faulty plug) in the receiver causing the elevator to glitch badly and 
saw the model come awful close to causing a crash.  So I guess 
the moral of the story is it doesn’t matter how much technology 
you have sitting behind you, if the mechanical bits aren’t right to 
start with then you're in big trouble from the start. So check and 
double check , if it's loose, tighten it, if it's not loose, then tighten 
it!!!  
Last months club night was a very interesting talk by Brendon 
Robinson and Neil Lickfold and supported by Brian Howser, about 
competing in the World Control Line Champs and associated pre 
& post comps in Perth Australia earlier this year.  Supported with 
photos, videos and some technical descriptions of the 
requirements for each of the classes, their talk proved to be very 
enlightening. I have often wondered what requirements each of 
the main FAI control line classes comprised of and Brendons’ run 
down gave me a much better understanding of that. There’s a lot 
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more technology in these aircraft than we tend to realise as well 
and to get them running perfectly and competitively takes a lot 
more effort than you’d expect. But that’s not surprising as that’s 
the nature of most competition’s, the experts make it look easy. 
Neil followed up with a discussion on crafting their own single 
blade props etc using CNC machining and that's a subject all of 
its own. Thanks guys for a very informative presentation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
At this month’s Club night I will give a talk, show some videos and 
present an overload of photo’s from my recent trip to the 
Experimental Aircraft Association (EAA) Airventure Airshow in 
Oshkosh USA. I also have more bits and pieces from my visit to 
Pensacola Naval Air Museum and other museums plus air force 
bases etc, so there will be plenty to keep you entertained (or 
asleep ).  Airventure Oshkosh is the world’s biggest airshow and 
the world’s busiest airport for one week every year. It covers 
acres of visiting planes, together with something in the order of 
3000+ showplane’s on display for judging. The aircraft are 
grouped in a number of categories ranging from Vintage, to 
Homebuilt, to Military, to Light Sport, Microlight’s and helicopters. 
Basically, if you look hard enough, you will find what you are 
looking for there somewhere. There is also a daily airshow and 
two night shows during the weeklong event. At it's worst,  it’s 
simply pure aviation overload. 
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Last months themed Club Fun Fly event was a more successful 
attempt at a Warbird’s Day. The weather actually played the game 
for a change and although a little windy midafternoon, was pretty 
much ok...at least there was no rain! We had a reasonably good 
turn out of military models even with the likes of our Club Captain 
Chris Tynan missing in action...seems he was working in the 
south island and managed to check out the Dunedin Model Club 
instead.  However, not letting us down and holding the fort, 
Colleen Tynan came out in Chris's place and acted as Mrs Club 
Captain for the day. Colleen also acted as Chief BBQ Chef and 
kept me from seriously turning sausages and onions into charcoal! 
Thanks for your great help Colleen, everyone appreciated the 
lunch.  
This month we have another Float plane day scheduled as our 
monthly fun fly activity. This is to be held at Lake d (Kainui) at 
Horotiu and as usual the gates will be open from 9am.  The 
rescue boat will be on site for the inevitable recovery jobs and we 
should still have the lake pretty much all to ourselves. Hopefully 
some of the repairs that were needed to models have been made 
over the winter months and they are all ready to go again.  All we 
ask for is some nice weather to go with it. 
A few weeks ago a fence post adjoining the driveway into the pits 
was broken by stock we suspect,  as it had well rotten wood at the 
base. This subsequently resulted in  a shorting out of our fence 
around the field. I'd just like to thank Andrew Meek for his efforts 
in making some temporary repairs when he discovered this issue, 
and those repairs ensured any stock were kept off the runway.  
He also immediately advised the committee of the issue which 
meant we could get some proper repairs organised.  A big thanks 
also goes out to Jan Reekers for sorting the permanent fencing 
repairs for us, with a new post and repaired fence wiring, that was 
greatly appreciated  
Don't forget to keep an eye on the Clubs website calendar. We 
add events as soon as we know about them.  One recent event 
addition is a replacement date for Cambridge Clubs "Fly what you 
bring" event that was postponed from a few weeks ago. This is 
now rescheduled for October 9th and will also include Aero towing 
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as well. There's also the full RC Pylon series calendar of events, 
IMAC and MANZ listed where we know about them. 
A reminder that our annual Buy, Sell and Swap club night meeting 
is coming up in a months time (October 12th), so now's a good 
time to be sorting through stuff you may want to pass on to other 
lucky recipients and make a few dollars on the way, or simply 
trade off for something else on show. 
Well that's pretty much it for now. There's less than a month until  
daylight saving kicks in again and weeknight flying will be possible 
once again...Yahoo. And you know the drill...."safe flying is no 
accident" 
Grant.   
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Captains Report 
 

Hope you all have been making use of the good weather we have 
finally started to get, I’m sure we are still in for some unsettled 
stuff but don’t waste the good days get out there and fly 
something or just come out to socialize. 
 
With our good friend Alan laid up with a broken ankle I guess it is 
time to remind everyone to take care, not just in your work shop 
as in Alan’s case but also at the flying field. 
I think the sport/ hobby has a very good record in respect to 
serious accidents considering the sharp spinning props, hot 
engines and electric motors that could hit full throttle in an instant. 
Then there is the actual flying! Twenty pound or more of aircraft 
could make a big mess if an extension lead falls out or if it doesn’t 
make a good contact. Then there’s the clevis that could fail, 
hinges on control surfaces that can come loose, batteries if not 
secured properly can flout around in the airframe and become 
disconnected - all with dire consequences. Then there are the 
things you have no control over, like a servo going bad, loss of 
signal – you get the picture, we are ether pretty lucky or I like to 
think very good at ensuring our aircraft are in the best possible 
condition to get it and yourself back home in one piece.  
 
What has prompted this reminder of being safe in the way we 
build/ operate our aircraft? Well Gordon had a lucky escape with a 
loose servo lead in his new Typhoon the other day and a number 
of cut fingers over the past year come to mind but remember my 
P38 I have been working on, I was running up the 91 four strokes 
the other day without the cowls, I also only had the prop nut 
holding the props on with no locking nut as they would be coming 
off again shortly for the fitting of the cowls.  
Well like four strokes sometimes do it backfired at revs and thru 
the three bladed prop off,  I was in front and just to the right of the 
engine as it whizzed past my left ear at a great rate of knots! This 
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thing took off like a helicopter on steroids and after some looking I 
have still not found it.  
Before I ran up the other engine I added the locking nut thankful I 
was not tending a nasty cut or worse. So don’t take short cuts and 
be mindful when in front of a running engine. 
 
As our esteemed leader says safety is no accident so lets stay 
safe out there. 
 
CT     
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Bad Day In The Office 
Whoever said modelling doesn’t come without it's dangers??? 
Yes, I imagine we all foresee that something can go wrong in our 
hobby and that's why we attempt to instil good safety practices at 
the flying field. That  includes practices  like not over flying the 
pits, all pilots standing together so they can communicate, calling 
takeoff's and landings and so the list goes on. I hope everyone 
knows these off by heart, most are what we'd loosely term 
'common sence'. 

However,  who would have thought that being a retired modeller 
at home could come with such a degree of serious risk...well not 
our almighty Secretary Alan Rowson, that's for sure!!  Seems Alan 
has done himself a wee bit of mischief this last month. He wasn't 
even on the flying field or in his beloved and over loaded 
workshop! No, he was travelling down the three steps between his 
workshop and the house and took a nasty slip off the stairs. 
Result...one very badly broken ankle and a very unhappy Alan. 

Off to the Hospital to get it checked out and plastered up, a quick 
spectators visit to the flying field the next weekend, then it was 
back into hospital again to get 
some stainless plates and screws 
inserted to support the broken 
ankle.... this leaves Alan grumpy 
and out of the workshop for a lot 
longer than he will be able to put 
up with I suspect!!! Even Alan's 
suggestion that he could do some  
modelling on the Kitchen table is 
off the plate...but that comes from 
higher up than the doctor (aah 
Linda  ) 
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HMAC Ac tio n  
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Aviation Humor   
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Coming  Events 
 
 
 
Sept 10-11th Scale & Sport Scale Competition Piako MAC  
 
Sept 14th         HMAC Club Night -  Aunty’s Oshkosh Airventure 

 

Sept 17th MANZ Large model rally @ Waharoa, Taupo 
 

Sept 18th    Float Plane Day. Lake D 9am start 
 
Oct 8th IMAC Scale Aerobatics Comp @ Piako MAC 
 
Oct 9th CMAC “Fly what you bring” & Glider Tow Funfly 
 

Oct 12th     HMAC Club Night – Buy Sell & Swap Meet 
 
Oct 23rd RC Pylon Racing Series @ Clausens Farm 
 
Nov 6th   Cambridge MAC Aero Tow & Vintage 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
. 

 

Flight Lines Deadlines 2015 
Oct Bulletin – 28 Sept 
Nov Bulletin – 28 Oct 

    

          For further up to date event info please visit: 
http://www.hamiltonmac.org.nz/ 
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